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November 1, 1979 - October 31, 1980 
A FUSION STUDIES PROGRAM 
Prepared for the U.S. Department of Energy 
under Contract No. DE-AS05-78ET52025 
W. M. Stacey, Jr. 
Project Coordinator 
School of Nuclear Engineering 
Georgia Institute of Technology 
Atlanta, GA 30332 
A FUSION STUDIES PROGRAM 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Activities in three different areas of tokamak plasma systems 
analysis were carried out within the Georgia Tech Fusion Studies 
Program during the period. November 1, 1979 through October 31, 1980. 
These areas are bundle divertor studies, burn control studies and 
flow reversal studies. 
II. BUNDLE DIVERTOR STUDIES 
The magnetic and engineering design considerations of a bundle 
divertor configuration in a tokamak reactor were studied. Codes 
required to carry out trade-off analyses were implemented. Several 
divertor configurations were analyzed in an attempt to find an 
acceptable configuration. At the present time, a configuration which 
is acceptable from both the field ripple and radiation shielding 
viewpoints has not yet been found, but progress is being made in this 
respect. The results of this work will be published in a Georgia 
Tech Fusion Report (GTFR) in the Fall of 1980, and the work will be 
continued. 
Effects of bundle divertor magnetic field and helical magnetic 
island structure on self-consistent MHD plasma equilibria were analyzed. 
Preliminary results indicate that the magnetic islands and ergodic 
regions produced by the local field perturbations of a bundle divertor 
can alter the current profile and saturated tearing modes (observed 
as Mirnov oscillations) in tokamak plasmas. Several computer codes 
have been developed in the course of this work. Results of this work 
to date are documented in GTFR-15 and GTFR-16, and the work will 
continue. 
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III. BURN CONTROL 
The formalism for ion heat conduction due to toroidal field ripple 
via ripple trapping, banana drift and ripple-plateau effects has been 
put on a basis that is consistent and computationally tractable. A 
computer code package incorporating this formalism and a proper averaging 
over poloidal flux surfaces is being developed. This code and a GTFR 
report documenting it will be completed in the Fall of 1980. 
IV. FLOW REVERSAL 
Although not supported by this contract, relevant work on the 
extension of the Stacey-Sigmar theory (Nuclear Fusion 19, 1665 (1979)) 
for impurity flow reversal by neutral beam injection to include 
temperature gradient and heat flux effects was also carried out at 
Georgia Tech. The extended theory will be published in the Fall of 
1980 as a M.S. thesis and in a GTFR report, and the work will be 




EFFECT OF A LOCALIZED MAGNETIC PERTURBATION 
ON MAGNETIC ISLANDS IN A CYLINDRICAL PLASMA 
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NOTICE 
This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an agency of the 
United States Government. Neither the United States Government nor any 
agency thereof, nor any of their employees, makes any warranty, express or 
implied, or assumes any legal liability or responsibility for the accuracy, 
completeness, or usefulness of any information, apparatus, product, or 
process disclosed, or represents that its use would not infringe privately 
owned rights. Reference herein to any specific commercial product, process, 
or service by trade name, trademark, manufacturer, or otherwise, does not 
necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recommendation, or favoring 
by the United States Government or any agency thereof. The views and 
opinions of authors expressed herein do not necessarily state or reflect 
those of the United States Government or any agency thereof. 
ABSTRACT 
A self-consistent plasma equilibrium model is developed to study 
the width of ergodic regions and magnetic islands in a periodic cylin-
drical plasma under the influence of a localized magnetic perturbation, 
such as that produced by a bundle divertor or ripple coil set. It is 
found that localized perturbations tend to produce poloidally symmetric 
annular ergodic regions and poloidally elongated magnetic islands rather 
than simple magnetic islands. Our plasma model takes into account the 
flattening of the current profile across each annular ergodic region 
and the concommitant steepening of the current profile between ergodic 
regions. Using current profiles inferred from experimental data, 
saturated tearing mode amplitudes are computed and found to agree with 
the experimentally observed Mirnov oscillation amplitudes. As the 
applied magnetic perturbation is turned on and increased, it is observed 
that the steepened current profile and resulting enhancement of tearing 
modes produces wider ergodic regions than would be expected from the 
vacuum magnetic perturbation alone. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Non-axisymmetric magnetic perturbations in tokamaks are produced 
by many sources including bundle divertors [1-6], ripple coils [7], 
helical coils such as those used on PULSATOR [8-9], discrete toroidal 
field coils [10] as well as tearing modes [11-14] and other naturally 
occuring instabilities [15-16]. As a direct effect, these magnetic 
perturbations produce varying amounts of field strength ripple, magnetic 
islands, ergodic regions, and distortion of the plasma shape. These 
changes in the magnetic field, in turn, may enhance particle loss 
(particularly fast particles or trapped particles), may degrade energy 
confinement (particularly through electrons), and may alter the evolu-
tion of plasma instabilities (by changing the plasma profile and producing 
a disruptive instability, for example). It is particularly important to 
understand these effects when a deliberate attempt is made to impose a 
large non--axisymmetric perturbation on a tokamak plasma, as in the case 
of a bundle divertor, in order to optimize or minimize the effect of the 
perturbation. 
This paper is concerned with the effect produced by the localized 
magnetic perturbation from a bundle divertor on ergodic regions and 
magnetic islands within the plasma. While previous studies [1,4] have 
used a non-self-consistent model in which the vacuum field from the 
bundle divertor is added to the equilibrium plasma magnetic field, the 
present study develops a more self-consistent equilibrium model to 
account for the response of the plasma to the bundle divertor field. 
This model includes the effect of image currents within the plasma, the 
effect of naturally occurring magnetic islands due to tearing modes, and 
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steepening of the current profile as the widths of the magnetic islands 
or regions of ergodicity are increased by the bundle divertor perturba-
tion. The basic equilibrium model is applied to a cylindrical plasma 
with periodic end conditions, perturbed by a simple bundle divertor, in 
the present study. 
Some results from field line following using a vacuum magnetic 
perturbation are presented in section 1, before the self-consistent 
equilibrium model is developed in section 2, and applied in section 3. 
1. OBSERVATIONS FROM A FIELD LINE FOLLOWING CODE 
Some observations based on results from a field line following 
computer code, similar to those reported in Refs. [17-19], will be 
reported here. 








(r,e,z) (1)  
de(z) 	_ 
dz 
B 6(r , o,z)  
rBz
(r,e,z) (2) 
given the magnetic field components (Br ,B 0 ,Bz ) in a periodic cylinder. 
The location of a given field line (r,e) in a cross-section of the 
plasma is plotted as a point after each successive integration along 
the periodicity length 2itR. Typically 500 points (corresponding to 500 
transits) are plotted for a representative field line in order to 
exhibit magnetic islands or ergodic regions. After trying a number of 
differential equation solvers, it was found that the Bulirsch-Stoer 
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extrapolation method used in the IMSL [20] subroutine DREBS was best for 
the high accuracy needed in this problem. In some cases, a relative 
- error as small as 10 10  was needed for good convergence, particularly 
for very localized magnetic field perturbations. The machine epsilon 
(the smallest number that can be distinguished from unity) is about 
3 x 10-15 on our CYBER 70 computer. 





(r)cos(m0 - kz) 
	
(3) 
where k = n/R, a simple analytic estimate for the width of a magnetic 
island is [14] 








and r = r
s 
is the radius of the mode rational 
surface on which q(r) = m/n. In an effort to check the validity of 
Eq. (4), the field line following code was used with the vacuum magnetic 
field from current flowing in a wire along the axis of the cylinder 
(which yields a high shear magnetic field) and B
rl proportional to r. 
It was found that the magnetic island width is a linear function of the 
square root of B
rl 
which exceeds the estimate of Eq. (4) by only 2% when 
the width is two tenths of the minor radius and by only 4% when W/a 
.3. Hence Eq. (4) provides a remarkably good estimate of the magnetic 
island width even for large islands. 
When two helical harmonics with the same mode rational surface are 




resulting magnetic island width can be determined from Eq. (4) by adding 
together the Bri /m for each individual harmonic. In other words, the 
squares of the island widths are additive. The structure of the islands 
make a continuous transition from m = 2 to m = 4. 
When two incommensurate harmonics with overlapping magnetic islands 
are considered, as for example min = 2/1 with width W = .14 and min = 
7/4 with W = .092, we also find that the squares of the individual 
widths are additive, so that Eq. (4) can be used if B
rl
/m are added 
together from each harmonic. However, the magnetic islands do not 
deform continuously as in the last case. With even small amounts (10%) 
of the 7/4 helical perturbation, the x-points of the 2/1 magnetic islands 
become fuzzy with what appears to be ergodic behavior [21]. When the 
amplitudes of the perturbations become comparable, the distinct islands 
give way to a lumpy annular region of apparantly ergodic magnetic field. 
This persists until Brl/m for the 2/1 perturbation is substantially 
smaller (much less than 10%) of B
rl /m for the 7/4 perturbation. The 
presence of many incommensurate helical magnetic field perturbations 
simultaneously can be expected to make the annular ergodic regions more 
cylindrically symmetric -- less bumpy -- which can be used to simplify 
our model for the transport-induced current profile, as described in 
section 2. 
The perturbations just considered are sums of helical perturbations, 
each with cos(m6 - kz) dependence. Now consider a perturbation which is 
localized within a sector -0
m 
< 6 < 6111 , z
m 




B' = B r0(8 2 	0 2 )(z 2 	z 2 ) 2 
r 	rl 
1 
13! = 	B r( 02 _02)2(z2 	72)2 
2 rl 	in 	' ` m 
B 1 
z 
and identically zero everywhere else, together with a plasma equilibrium 
field consistent with the current profile 
Jz (r)  = J
z0
(1 - r 2 ) 2 for 0 < r < 1 , 
adjusted so that 1 < q(r) < 3 within the plasma given R = 3. This 
perturbation has smooth first derivatives and satisfies 94 1 = 0. The 
radial component reverses sign at 0 = 0 as illustrated in Fig. 2. 
The effect of this perturbation on magnetic islands depends on the 
sign of the radial perturbation relative to the helicity of the equilibrium 
field, as illustrated for an min = 2/1 island in Figs. 2a and 2b. For 
the orientation shown in Fig. 2a, field lines just off the q = 2 mode 
rational surface that drift into the perturbation sector are pushed 
through the rational surface and drift back out in the opposite direction 
to form a poloidally elongated magnetic island with x-points at 8 = 0° 
and 0 = 180 ° (the nature of the mapping at the q = 2 surface forces the 
top to bottom reflection symmetry even though the perturbation is 
localized at only the top in Fig. 2.). For the orientation shown in 
Fig. 2b, field lines in the neighborhood of 0 = 0 (and 0 = 180° by 
reflection) near the q = 2 surface form small magnetic islands with 
0-points at ©= 0° and 180°. Field lines exactly on the q = 2 surface 
outside of the perturbation sector are left completely unperturbed 
(e.g. the isolated dots in Fig. 2b). Hence, a localized magnetic 
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perturbation, similar to that produced by the horizontal legs of a bundle 
divertor or ripple coil, will produce poloidally elongated magnetic 
islands as well as smaller structures. 
Figs. 2a and 2b were produced by following a selection of field 
lines which were inside magnetic islands. Field lines outside magnetic 
islands are characterized by a considerable amount of ergodicity, 
particularly as the localized perturbation amplitude is increased, as 
shown in Fig. 3. The annular ergodic regions become smoother -- more 
cylindrically symmetric -- as the perturbation is made more localized. 
This is consistent with the fact that more localized perturbations contain 
a broader spectrum of helical harmonics which, in turn, produce more 
overlap among magnetic islands. Note that all the radial drift of the 
field lines shown in Fig. 3 occurs within the localized sector 
lel < 0.25 radians and Izi < 1. It was found necessary to integrate 
with a relative error as low as 10-10  for these computations. 
2. PERTURBED EQUILIBRIUM 
Computational studies of the ergodic regions and magnetic islands 
resulting from bundle divertors or similar localized magnetic perturba-
tions have generally used a non-self-consistent model in which the vacuum 
magnetic perturbation from the bundle divertor coil is added to the 
unperturbed plasma equilibrium magnetic field, as illustrated in the 
previous section of this paper. It is the purpose of this section to 
develop elements of a self-consistent model in which image currents and 
deformation of the current channel within the plasma may have an effect 
on the width of those ergodic regions and magnetic islands that are 
driven by the externally applied perturbation, as well as those which 
occur naturally due to tearing modes. This work is an extension of some 
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methods used recently by Carreras et al. [13] to predict saturated 
magnetic island widths (and Mirnov oscillation amplitudes) due to tearing 
modes and externally applied helical drivers. 
It is useful to split off and consider separately the most promi-
nant of those helical harmonies of the magnetic perturbation 
Re 113 1 (r)exp i(mO - kz)] 
with resonances within the plasma, nq(r) m = 0, where k = niR, m and 
n are the poloidal and longitudinal mode numbers q = rB /RB, and 21TR z . 
is the periodicity length of the cylindrical plasma being considered. 
The rest of the magnetic perturbation can be treated as a vacuum mag-
netic field, relatively unaffected by image currents within the plasma 
or other self-consistent effects. For example, perturbed plasma currents 
are not expected to significantly alter the magnetic field ripple or 
that part of the magnetic field in the bundle divertor chamber outside 
the main body of the plasma. 
In steady state, Maxwell's equations V• = 0 and p
0 
	imply, 
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Eq. (7) is used to determine the contribution from any given configura-
tion of coil currents to the particular solution of a helical harmonic 
radial magnetic field. For example, from a simple pair of bundle 
divertor coils curved along an arc of constant radius, r, the jump in 
c 
 




+ e, in the large aspect 
ratio limit (kr << m), is r 





m 2 	+ k2r2 	w zmn sin(momax
) sin 2 (kz
max
) 
-  (8) 
where I is the current in each coil leg and the coils subtend the arc 
- 0
max < 8 < ax 
and length --z
max 
< z < z
max' as illustrated in 
Fig. 4. 
Now consider a force-free perturbed equilibrium 
I x i = 0 	 (9 ) 
4- 
Most of the current in a tokamak is force-free (J is mostly parallel to 
t) even when 0(E 2p
o
p/B 2 ) is several percent. The parallel component of 
the plasma current contributes most to shear and magnetic structure, 
particularly near mode rational surfaces. Ergodic regions cannot 
support a steady state pressure gradient in any event. This force-free 
equilibrium assumption can be relaxed in future work if need be. Note 
that the force-free equilibrium Eq. (9) together with V•i3* = 0 implies 
that J/B is uniform along field lines. 
If Eq. (9) is linearized for a helical harmonic perturbation about 
a cylindrically symmetric equilibrium (B00(0, Bzo(r)) and Eq. (5) and 
(6) are used to eliminate B01 and 
Bz1' the equation for the radial 
magnetic perturbation is 
(krBzo - mB 00) /[r(rBri ) ./(m 2 + k2r2)1"- Brll 
	
(10) 
+{ r 2 [M(rB eo )'7r(m 2 + k 2r 2 )] + [kr 




rl 	Jz0Br1 /Bz0 
In the large aspect ratio limit kr << m and B eo << Bzo , Eq. (10) becomes 
[r(rBri )] - m 2B
rl 
 + mr 2 [(rli ) /r 	1 /(krBzD 	mB00 ) = 0 	(12) 
Eq. (10) or (12) is to be solved with boundary conditions B
r1 r
m 1 
at r = 0 and B
rl 
= 0 at a perfectly conducting wall or at infinity, 
together with the contributions from applied coil currents (Eq. 7). 
Profile with Flat Spots  
It is evident that Eqs. (10) and (12) are singular at the radius 















) - m) 	= 
	
(13) 
However, this singularity is removed if the current profile is flattered 





 r/r] 	= 0 at r = r
s 
	 (14) 
in the large aspect ratio limit. 
The flattening of the current profile is consistent with the paral-
lel component of Ohm's law 
g7:11 	= 	E B • 
z z 0 
	 (15) 
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with uniform E z (in steady state) when there is a poloidally symmetric 
ergodic region (producing uniform electron temperature and, therefore, . 
uniform parallel resistivity r1) in the neighborhood of a mode rational 
surface. The study of poloidally symmetric ergodic regions is particu-
larly simple since the current profile within each ergodic region is flat 
(the last term in Eq. (12) is zero) while the current profile between the 
ergodic regions is determined by the temperature (resistivity) profile 
together with Eq. (15). With flat spots in J zo(r), Eq. (12) is no 
longer singular and the linearization of Eq. (9) could be expected to be 
reasonable. The study of nonlinear effects, other than the flattening 
of the poloidally symmetric current profile, has led to no further 
qualitative changes in this model. 
For arbitrary ergodic region width around a given mode rational 
surface, Eq. (12) generally does not have a solution satisfying the 
boundary conditions. However, a solution can be found by varying the 
width (and the resulting current profile) until the proper value is found. 
Effectively the width plays the role of an eigenvalue in Eq. (12). The 
width of the ergodic region, in turn, is related to the amplitude of the 
radial magnetic perturbation, by Eq. (4) as described in the last section, 
which is varied by varying the amplitude of the homogeneous solution of 
Eq. (12). This is the algorithm we use in this paper to determine the 
self-consistent solution for a selection of helical harmonics driven 
by a localized perturbation. 
Effectively, this algorithm is an extension of the one used by 
Carreras et al. [13] to match the experimentally observed Mirnov oscilla-
tion amplitude given a model for the experimentally inferred current 
profiles in ORMAK and T-4. Our algorithm is more flexible in that it 
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can handle more than one harmonic with the same mode rational surface 
(e.g. min = 2/1, 4/2, 6/3,...) and we can study the simultaneous effect 
of several ergodic regions on the overall current profile. (Other things 
remaining equal, the current gradients must become steeper if the flat 
regions become wider.) Our algorithm is more difficult to implement 
because the current profile is affected by the widths of the ergodic 
regions, which are determined iteratively. 
Linear Ramp Model  
We have implemented the algorithm just described by approximating 
the current profile by a piecewise linear function of the plasma radius, 
called a linear ramp model, as illustrated in Fig. 5. Using this 
approximation, the poloidal magnetic field and longitudinal current 
density have the form 
B 	= B2(N)r 2 + Bl(N)r + BM1(N)/r 	 (16) 
p J z 
	
1 (r) E 	(rB
0 	
= 3•B2(N)•r + 2•BI(N) 
o  
(17) 
where B2(N), BI(N) and BM1(N) are coefficients to be determined in each 
region N = 1,2,... from the center of the plasma to the wall. The 
current gradient, pJ:(r) = 3 B2(N), is zero in each flat region 
(N odd) and B2(N) may be prescribed with a different value in each 
sloped region (N even) or it may be computed, with each iteration of the 
island widths, by an algorithm designed to hold the edge of the current—
carrying region REDGE fixed. In the first region we have BM1(1) = 0 
(to avoid singular B 0 at r = 0). B1(1) is prescribed or related to the 
q—value on axis 
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B1(1) = Bz/Rq(r = 0) 	 (18) 
and RQ1 is prescribed. The rest of the coefficients are determined by 




(r) between each region and by 
computing the position of each mode rational surface 
q(r) = rB
z
/RB(r) = m/n for r = RSL(N) 
	
(19) 
self-consistently given the half-width HWL(N) of each flat spot (corres-
ponding to a magnetic island or ergodic region), working from the center 
to the edge. Hence, the radii of the break points RB(N) which bound the 
linear segments are determined self-consistently along with the radii of 
the mode rational surfaces. 
Once the equilibrium coefficients and breakpoints are computed for 
any given set of island widths, the radial magnetic field perturbation 
equation (Eq. 12) for each mode is integrated out from the center and in 
from the coils to the mode rational surface, where the amplitude of 
B
rl
s - made consistent with Eq. (4). The island widths are iterated 
until solutions with continuous radial derivative are found for all the 
modes B
rl
(N) being considered. It was found that the Runge-Kutta-Verner 
differential equation solver (subroutine DVERK in IMSL [20]) did not 
converge well when solving Eq. (12) for small island widths. The Adams 
method in subroutine DGEAR [20], however, works quite well (we normally 
use a tolerance of 10 5). Newton's method [22] is used together with 
a set of constraints to force the discontinuity in the radial derivative 
of each mode (A 1 [11-14]) to zero by iterating on the island widths. 
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Simple Magnetic Islands  
When simple magnetic islands are present, rather than poloidally 
symmetric ergodic regions, the poloidally averaged current profile looks 
more like a point of inflection at the mode rational surface [12] rather 
than a completely flat spot. The gradient of the poloidally averaged 
current near the mode rational surface must be calculated carefully, 
since the singularity in Eq. (8) enhances its effect. The corrections 
needed to study simple magnetic islands as well as the corrections due 
to the in-out asymmetry of a magnetic island in cylindrical geometry will 
be calculated in this section. 
The helical stream function 4) * [14], Vtp* X 2 = t* , is derived by 
subtracting a zero shear magnetic field for the mode rational surface 
being considered from the true magnetic field 
B 	= By(r) - B oudrIrs 	 (20) 
Using B e = Bl•r + BM1/r and the observed radial magnetic field 
Br (r) 	Brl(r/rs)-m 
	sin(mO - kz) 	 (21) 
the helical stream function becomes 
	
= BM1•[- in(r/r ) 	r 2/r 2 ] - 	 (r-m/mrs  - 
s 2 
	 cos(m0 - kz) 
1 	1 	rB 	
(22) 
rl -m 	
. 1 (me - kz)] = Bmi• .7_, + x 2 — —3 
x 3 + ••• 
s 
z x [ m 
(1 + x) [1 - 2sin2 -- 
2 
i where r E r
s
(1 + x). The separatrix is given by 
** (x,O) = 1Ps 	
1 
BM1 - rs Bri /m 
	
(23) 
and the half-width by 
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(sin-1u, u/2) 
where 	Z(u)  d g 
44 2 + cos'e 
(30) 
HW = HW 	




= W/2 is given by Eq. (4),and Eq. (24) should be iterated using 
x = # 11W/r
s 
for the outer (+) or inner (-) edge of the island. 
Now consider the current profile. Assuming a source of heat near 
the center of the plasma and neglecting Ohmic heating, the temperature 
profile and therefore the current profile will be uniform within each 
magnetic island. The current density will be a function of **, 
J
z 
= Jz (IP* ), elsewhere. Assuming the current density is a linear function 
of the radius along a ray passing through the widest part of the island 
Jz (r) = Jz (rs ) 	Ko l(x - HW) along me - kz = tr 	, 	(25) 
then the current density outside of the island is 
Jz (10 = Jz (rd - 1,7;0 1[4/(11, - Ips )/BM1 + HW 2 - HW] 	 (26) 
Now determine the poloidally averaged current density 
Jz = 	1 	d(me).]. (x,e) 
and the coefficient needed for the last term in Eq. (12) 
mr'll .1 - 	 r 4 	V -.Y(r) 
	
o z s 0 z  
krB
zo 
- mB 0o 	
2•BM1 (r - r
s
) 
After some algebra we find 






and u 	(r - r
s
)/HW. The function Z(u), shown in Fig. 6, may be 
reasonably approximated by 







--1T--) for u > 1 
1 	. 
We have implemented the corrections needed to consider a simple 
magnetic island [Eqs. (28) - (31)] and radial asymmetry [Eq. (24)] as an 
option in the linear ramp model. We find that these corrections increase 
the predicted island width by 30 to 60% and the predicted Mirnov 
oscillation amplitude by 50 to 80% when only the m/n = 2/1 helical 
harmonic is considered alone and the profile is adjusted to hold RQ1, 
rs' and  qedge fixed. The correction for radial asymmetry, taken alone, 
generally has a smaller effect. If Ohmic heating within the islands 
were included, the island widths would probably be larger still. 
3. RESULTS 
Comparison with Experimentally Observed Mirnov Oscillations  
In order to check the validity of our model and computer code, 
and to establish realistic base cases for the subsequent study of the 
effect of a bundle divertor or similar localized perturbation, an 
attempt was made to match experimental data provided by M. Murakami and 
J. L. Dunlap from a series of particularly well documented discharges 
in ORMAK at ORNL during 1975 [23]. This data consists of Mirnov 
oscillation amplitudes (Be /Be at the wall) together with toroidal 
current density profiles inferred from measurements of electron tempera-
ture profile and total current. This current profile represents a time 
average over fluctuations caused by sawtooth oscillations and the 
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rotating magnetic islands. It was not possible to make direct measure-
ments of current profile or magnetic island widths within the plasma. 
The same data was used by Carreras et al. (13] as part of their comparison 
with experiment. 
It was observed that the computed Mirnov oscillation amplitudes 
were quite sensitive to the position of the mode rational surface and 
to details of the current profile, particularly inside the radius of the 
mode rational surface. It was not possible to match the experimentally 
inferred current profiles point by point with our relatively crude 
linear ramp model. Even after matching the position of the mode 
rational surface and matching the q-value at the limiter and at the 
axis, there is still the freedom to choose RQ1, the radius of the first 
flat spot. The best results were obtained when RQ1 was chosen as large 
as possible consistent with the experiMental data. This choice maximizes 
the current gradient within the q = 2 surface. In particular, when saw-
tooth oscillations are present, it was best to choose RQI to be the 
maximum extent - of the q = 1 region just after the internal disruption. 
This is consistent with the observation in PULSATOR [24] that the 
amplitude of Mirnov oscillations and the probability of major disrup-
tion are maximum just after the minor disruption part of the sawtooth 
oscillation. 
The results of this comparison are shown in Fig. 7, where the 
normalized Mirnov oscillation amplitude, 11 0/B 0 for min = 2/1 is plotted 
as a function of the q-value at the limiter. Note, the computed 
poloidal field perturbation, B e = 113 01 , is related to the radial field 
perturbation B
rl 
by Eq. (5), where J
rl = 0 from the edge of the plasma 
out. Here, it is assumed here that the wall coincides with the edge of 
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the plasma. The computed results follow the same trend as the experi-
mental data, but are too low, especially for large q-values. Computed 
values using the simple magnetic island model come closer to the 
experimental data than the poloidally symmetric ergodic annulus model. 
Possibly the inclusion of Ohmic heating within the magnetic islands would 
bring the results closer. 
In a more recent implementation of the linear ramp model, the radius 
and q-value of the limiter and q(r. = 0) are held fixed while the radius 
of the central uniform-current region is computed. Provision is made 
for islands to overlap and to eat into the edge of the current profile 
if necessary. The current profile is computed working from the edge 
to the center of the plasma with options for either fixed mode rational 
surfaces or fixed relative current slopes (B2(2n)) which must be 
adjusted by a computed scale factor to make B 
0
(r---*0) ----*O. The 
new algorithm was found to be particularly useful for studying bundle 
divertors, where the magnetic structure determines the edge of the 
current profile. The + marks in Fig. 7 show the Mirnov oscillation 
amplitudes computed using the new alorithm with only the min = 2/1 helical 
harmonic with fixed mode rational surface matching the experimentally 
inferred radius of the q = 2 surface. In most cases, this procedure 
gave excellent agreement with experimental observations. 
Effect of a Bundle Divertor  
An example of the effect of a simple bundle divertor on the width 
of poloidally symmetric ergodic regions in a cylindrical plasma is 
described in this section. The bundle divertor being considered here 
consists of a pair of square-shaped coils curved along an arc of 
constant radius, illustrated in Fig. 4, whose contribution to the helical 
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harmonic field is described by Eq. (8). For this particular study, 
z
max
• 0 	=3 = .8, rCOIL = 1.2, rWALL = 3., r COIL 	max 	.4, the plasma radius 
and longitudinal field are normalized to unity while the aspect ratio 
was taken to be R = 3.57 (to be consistent with ORMAK data). Significant 
divertor action is achieved with p ol/aBz = .3. Only the lowest order 
harmonics with resonances within the plasma will be considered here. 
The transition from a simple magnetic island produced by a 
saturated tearing mode (generally min = 2/1) to a poloidally symmetric 
ergodic region was not studied. From the observations made at the end 
of section 2, it can be inferred that the contribution from the tearing 
mode will be reduced by 30 to 60% during this transition. Here, only 
poloidally symmetric ergodic regions will be considered. 
As the current in the bundle divertor is increased, many changes 
happen simultaneously within the plasma as the ergodic regions grow 
wider and the current profile changes. Figure 8 shows the effect of 
the simple bundle divertor on the m/n = 2/1 and 3/1 helical harmonics, 
holding the positions of the mode rational surfaces fixed corresponding 
to the experimentally inferred profile with q-limiter = 4.2 and q(0) = 1.0 
(second data point from left in Fig. 7). Figure 9 shows the same case 
with the more realistic assumption of fixed relative current slopes 
adjusted by a scale factor. The new algorithm, working from the edge 
to the center was used in both cases , with q-limiter (total plasma 
current) and q(0) held fixed as the divertor is turned on. The computed 
half-widths of the ergodic regions are plotted as a function of bundle 
divertor current in the upper portions of Figs. 8 and 9. For comparison, 
the dashed curves indicate the half-widths produced by the vacuum 
magnetic perturbation for the 3/1 and 2/1 modes (they happen to be nearly 
identical in Fig. 8) using the same poloidal field (B e (r), q(r), cr(r) 
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in Eq. (4)) as in the self-consistent calculation. The lower portion 
of Figs. 8 and 9 show the linear ramp current profiles with the bundle 
divertor off (solid line) and on (dashed line), with the experimentally 
inferred current profile (smooth curve, no divertor) shown for compari-
son. 
In Fig. 8, with fixed mode rational surfaces, the self-consistently 
computed 3/1 half-width is consistently wider than the vacuum field 
prediction, while the 2/1 half-width drops slightly below the unperturbed 
value until it becomes comparable with the vacuum half-width, as the 
bundle divertor current is increased. This behavior can be understood 
by noting that the current profile between the 2/1 and 3/1 islands 
becomes steeper as the divertor is turned on, while the profile becomes 
less steep between the 2/1 island and the center of the plasma. In 
general, the saturated tearing mode amplitude increases as the current 
profile becomes steeper on the inner edge or shallower on the outer edge 
of the .magnetic island, and vice versa. Hence the changing current 
profile has enhanced the 3/1 saturated tearing mode at the expense of 
the 2/J mode. 
In the more realistic case where the relative slopes of the current 
profile are fixed, shown in Fig. 9, the 3/1 island width remains nearly 
the same as that predicted by the vacuum perturbation while the 2/1 
width is approximately the sum of the vacuum width and the unperturbed 
saturated tearing mode width. The islands significantly erode the edge 
of the current profile and force the central q = 1 region (sawtooth 
oscillation region) to expand in order to accommodate the same total 
plasma current. It was not possible to obtain convergence as the bundle 
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divertor current was increased further, since the broader islands and 
correspondingly steeper current profile greatly enhanced the saturated 
tearing modes, which made the islands still broader and profile steeper, 
in a process analogous to the disruptive instability. 
4. CONCLUSIONS 
Several effects happen simultaneously when a localized magnetic 
perturbation is applied to a current—carrying plasma. A very localized 
perturbation tends to produce poloidally symmetric annular ergodic 
regions and poloidally elongated magnetic islands rather than simple 
magnetic islands. The poloidally averaged current profile is more 
completely flattened in each of these annular ergodic regions than it 
would be with simple magnetic islands. The saturated tearing mode 
amplitude is smaller with ergodic regions than with simple magnetic 
islands. The amplitude of saturated tearing modes depends sensitively 
on details of the current profile, increasing as the current gradient 
just inside the mode rational surface is increased or as the current 
gradient just outside the mode rational surface is decreased. As the 
applied perturbation is increased, the width of the ergodic regions and 
the current gradient between them increases, which enhances the 
saturated tearing mode amplitude for at least some of the modes. These 
changes in current profile and their effect on tearing modes appear to 
be more important than the direct effect of helical image currents in 
the plasma. 
The most important change being planned in the algorithm is to 
replace Eq. (4) with a more realistic estimate of the ergodic region 
width when there are many harmonics with the same mode rational surface. 
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Equation (4), when used with only the lowest order resonant harmonic, 
as done in the present study, probably overestimates the ergodic region 
width since the harmonics of a localized perturbation cancel almost 
everywhere. Studies done to date with up to 8 helical harmonics with 
different mode rational surfaces have indicated that higher harmonics 
(m > 4) tend to be well approximated by the vacuum perturbation. This 
should make it easier to determine the true widths of ergodic regions 
by using a field line following code as in section 1. 
Another improvement being considered is to use a transport code to 
determine the electron temperature profile and therefore obtain a better 
approximation to the current profile between ergodic regions, rather 
than relying on the ad hoc procedures used in the present study. 
Unfortunately, the electron heat conductivity and radiation loss 
mechanisms have so far been only crudely approximated by empirical 
models. Given the demonstrated sensitivity to current profile, it is 
not clear if there would be any advantage to studying these modes in 
toroidal geometry at this stage. 
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Figure Captions 
Fig. 1 	Magnetic structure near the q = 2 surface produced -by two 
helical perturbations min = 2/1 and 7/4 in the cylindrical 
field of a current filament at r = 0 with aspect ratio 3 
and B
z = 1. Radial field perturbation amplitudes are 
noted at the q = 2 surface. 
Fig. 2 	Cross section of the min = 2/1 magnetic island produced by 
a localized magnetic perturbation confined to the sector 
101 < 1 radian, 1,1 < 1 with amplitude Bri/Bzo = .04 in (a) 
and lel < .5, kI < 1, 
Brl /Bz0 = 	
0.32 in (b). 
Fig. 3 	Sample of the magnetic structure produced by a localized 
magnetic perturbation confined to the sector 101 < 0.25 






Schematic of the simple bundle divertor coil set, used in 
this paper [Eq. 8], in the cylindrical surface r = constant. 
Schematic of the linear ramp current profile as a function 
of radius in a cylindrical plasma. 




Fig. 7 	Computed min = 2/1 Mirnov oscillation amplitudes at the 
limiter ( = wall radius here) compared with experimental 
data from ORMAK [23]. The x and o points are computed using 
the best match to the experimentally inferred current profile 
while the + points are computed just matching the inferred 
radius of the q = 2 surface. 
Fig. 8 	Effect of a simple bundle divertor (Fig. 4) on ergodic region 
half-widths (top) and current profile (bottom) holding the 
radii of the q = 2 and q = 3 surfaces and q 	= 4.2 
limiter 
fixed. The dashed line at top are the nearly coincident half-
widths computed from the vacuum field perturbation. The 
smooth curve at bottom is the experimentally inferred current 
profile. 
Fig. 9 	Effect of a simple bundle divertor on ergodic region half-widths 
(top) and current profile (bottom) holding the relative slopes 
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NOTICE 
This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an agency of the 
United States Government. Neither the United States Government nor any 
agency thereof, nor any of their employees, makes any warranty, express or 
implied, or assumes any legal liability or responsibility for the accuracy, 
completeness, or usefulness of any information, apparatus, product, or 
process disclosed, or represents that its use would not infringe privately 
owned rights. Reference herein to any specific commercial product, process, 
or service by trade name, trademark, manufacturer, or otherwise, does not 
necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recommendation, or favoring 
by the United States Government or any agency thereof. The views and 
opinions of authors expressed herein do not necessarily state or reflect 
those of the United States Government or any agency thereof. 
AaSI RACT 
The computer code DIVERT has been written to trace magnetic 
field lives in the prEserce cf a divertor. 	Its purpose Is to 
allow a user to estimate the thickness of the plasma scrapeoff 
region and tc provide a visual mapping of the magnetic field 
tires near the divertcr. 	Included in the cooe is the capability 
tc provide auxiliary graphics and compute the field ripple. The 
code can handle a divertor made up of any arrangement of 
straight line coil secmerts anc will provide a graph of the 




The DIVERT computer code ails allow a user to plot out the 
magnetic field lire ccrfiguration near a bundle divertcr. The 
user submits tte major parameters of the tokamak and the line 
segment construction cf the clvertor along with the currents. 
Alsc Included is a capability cf drawing auxiliary tines on the 
graph. This graphic capability may be used to irclude various 
other nearby devices (pumps,macnets,neLtral team injectors,etc.) 
and so provide a means of cetermining "fit", since everything is 
drawn to scale. 
The output Is a °rapt) of a selection of magnetic field 
lines, an outline cf the tcrcus, divertor, and any other 
auxiliary graohics. 
Thectly 
The OIVERT code irtkgrates the following equations for the 
field fires; 
The magnetic fleic at pclrt x frcm ary given straight 
line coil segmert tetbeer )' 	and 	Is 
C.f2; 
1/71 — 
hhe re Y. 1 —X 
and ICOIL Is the current from V 4:- '/ 
See figure 1. 	This is acded tc the toroidal magnetic field 
The poliodial magretic field is nct irccrcorateC at 
cresent, but it is a sImcle matter to add it Ir ?AGFLD. 
The computer crocram tSES the differential equation solving 
subroutlre DRESS frcm the computer library It'SLIB. Several 
other subrcutires for solving the cIfferential equations were 
tried, but DRESS providec the higher accurary results for this 
tYPE of problem. Cther tyces of library subroutines are used in 
this computer code; The clottirg routlres frcm CALCOMP and the 
author' s own library, Fl\lNLIB, are used throughout the code. 
Please note that the submit file DSUB anc some of the 
Particulars of the ircut are local to the Georgia Tech computer 
5 
system (as of April 1ct0). 
The irout consists cf three namellsts and several lines cf 
alpha nuneric cata. 	See table 1 for a list cf the malcr Fortran 
variables. 
















The only item tc rote is that the V7•s shculd ccntain only 
the relative current sc that scaling tre current can be done by 
means of CURFENT. TCL Is the integrator tolerance and can be 
varied for accuracy or different runs. For first "roughing" 
runs, it should be abcct 1.E-3 to 1.E-4. 
The third ramelist is GRAFH. G is an array which contairs 
the coordirates cf pcirts to be plotted cn the output graph. 
There are two craprinc ccmmards 1.E3 and 1.E4. G(n,1) is the x 
ccordirate and C(n22) is the z coordinate. 	Normally a line is 
Craven from G(n-1,1) 	G(r-1,21 to G(n,1),G(n,2). 	If G(n,1) = 
1.E3, the per is lifted for the move from G(r-111),G(n-1,2) tc 
G(n+1 1),G(n4-1,2). 	If G(n,l) = 1.E4 tre graphing is terminated. 
The final irput cata Is the aloha numeric data. 	The first 
line is the rur, cumber, whicr is a lire cf alpha numeric data 
(20 characters max). 	The follcwing lire is a switch Input and 
must ccntain either a YES cr a NC. 	If it cortains a NC, this Is 
the end of the irput cate. 	If it contains a YES, the next three 
lines car contain any alpha rumeric cata which will be printed 
cn the output crept. Note that three lines must be filled - pad 
with blanks if recessery. 
This completes the input cata. 
E1.51152- 
The folloIrg figures (2-4) show the results of several 
runs with three tyres of bt-ndlc dIvertcrs. 
Pc lirc wlgsggagnj 






BR(i) 	X CoOroinatt 
BR(2) Y Coordinate 
BR(3) Z Coordinate 
XS(20) 	Irtlal set cf x values (radii of desirec starting 
ocInt of a fIelc line) 
YS(20) 	Irtlal set of y values (height off midplane) 
RADIUS 	Valor radius cf the device in meters 
ASPECT 	The ascent ratio of the plasma 
SCALE 	The graph scalirq. Equals 1.0 for 1.0" on graph 
to eQUE1 1.0 meter on device. 
NLINE 	Number cf field lines tc be traced. Maximum Is 
20. 
NCOIL 	The number cf current segments in the dlvertor. 
Maximum Is 20. 
CURRENT 	The currert ir the civertor. All VPS are 
multipliec by tf. is number. 
TOL 	 Integrator tolerance 
BPA 	 P variable tc be used in MAGFLD. Currently 
unused. 
BZA 	 P variable to be used in the subr MAGFLC. 
Currertly It is the toroidal field In testa. 
9 
V(7,20) 	The array that contains 
intcrmeticn. 
V(1,N) 	The X ccordinate of the 
segment N. 
V(2,N) 	The Y ccordinatE of the 
segment N. 
V(3,N) 	The Z ccordinate of the 
segment N. 
the current segment 
startinc point cf current 
starting point of current 
start Inc coint cf current 
V(4,N) 	The X ccordinate of the ending point cf current 
segment N. 
V(5,N) 	The Y ccordinatE of the ending point cf current 
segment N. 
V(6,N) 	The Z ccordinate of the enainc point cf current 
segment N. 
V(71N) 	The Relative current in coil segment N thats flows 
from start to end. 
G(100,2) 	Contains the auxiliary graphing coordinates. 
GtN,i) 	X ccordinate. 
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TOL=1.E ■ 4, 
NCOIL=7 1 
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G(1.2)=4.48. 3.3:. 1.0, 1.6, 41.6, -1.0, •1.88, -3.14, 42.60, 
44.57. 44.6E. —3.99, —3.58. 42.87, 1.E2, 4.93, 3.54, 
2.20, 2.20. -2.20, 42.20, 1.64, 
2  
METER 
BUNDLE DIVERTER FIELD LINES 
X 
APRIL 15813 TEST 
YES 
ANGLE 9UNCLE CIVEFTOR — TWO LCCFS WITt- FECTANGLLAF CRCSS SECTION 
TEST CASE 
PLASMA FITH TOROICAL FIELD ONLY 
SIDE VIEW 
OF COILS 
     











1 	PROGRAM CIVEPT ahFLT.OLIFLI,cuT 
1 ,.- TAFE5.IN9-0.TAPEE.CLT,TAPE7.0LT,T4PE8=INPLT) 
C 	• 
C ••• PROGRAM DIVERT BY R. N. mcRx/S AND G. BATEMAN. APRIL 1980 ••• 
C 	••• GECRCIA TECH. ATLANTA CEOFG/A •(• 
C 
C 	  
C. 
C• THIS FRCGRAH TPAcEs MAGNETIC FIELG LINES THROUGH 
C* A DIVERTCR. 	THE MAGNETIC FIELD ECLATIONs AFE 




C 	3F(1) IS X 
C 	8E12) IS Y 
C 	BF(3) IS Z 
SUBR PAGFLO CONTAINS THE ECLAIIENS FOR THE MAGNETIC 
C 	FIELD. THIS SCAR IS TC EE MCDIFIEC BY THE USER FOR THE 
C SFECIFIC FRceLEm ENCOLNTEFEC. IT CURRENTLY IS SET UP TO 
C 	HANCLE A MAGNETIC CCNFIGLFATICN MADE OF UF TO 20 STRAIGHT 





C 	XS(23) IS THE INITIAL SET CF X VALUES (RACII CF DESIRED 
STARTING PCINT CF FIELE LINE) 
C 	YS(20) IS THE INITIAL SET CF V VALUES (HEIGHT OFF MIOFLANE) 
C ICTH ARRAYS PAVE GEFALLT VALUES WITHIN THE PROGRAM 
C 	 -- 11 FI€LC LINES HIT) , DECREASING SPACING WITH INCREASING 
C RADII 
C 	 --MAGNETIC AXIS 	AS)-) • RADIUS. YS(-) = 0.0 
C 	RADIUS IS THE MAJOR RADIUS Or THE DEVICE (IN METERS) 
C ASPECT IS THE AEFECT RATIC CF THE PLASMA 
C 	SCALE IS TH7 GRAPH SCALING. = 1 FCR 1" CN PLOT TO ECUAL 
C 1 PETER IN DEVICE. 
C 	NLINE IS TH7 NUMBER CF F/ELE LINES TO BE TRACED. MIST 
C BE LESS THAN 21 
C 	NCOIL IS If< NUMBER Cf CURRENT SEGMENTS IN THE DIVERTOR 
C CCIL. MUST 6E LESS THIN 21. 
C 	V(1.N),V(201,v(3,N1 	v(4,N),V(5,N),V(6,N) 	VERTEX 
C CCCRCINATEs FCR TTE Erse PCINTS CF EACH STRAIGHT CCIL 
C 	LEG IN THE BUNGLE DIVERIOR. 
C -STARTI . (G PCINT CF LINE SEGMENT N. (CURRENT FLOWS TOWARC 
C 	 THE END FOINT) 
C V)l,N) IS X 
C 	 V(Z,N) IS Y 
C VfT,N1 IS Z 
C 	-ENCINO PCINT OF LINE SEGMENT N. 
C v(4.N) IS X 
C 	 V(501 IS Y 
C Vf6,N) IS Z 
C 	V17.N) IS TwE RELATIVE CURRENT IN CCIL SEGMENT N. 
C 	CLRFENT IS THE NOMINAL CURRENT IN TrE DIVERTOR. ALL v7•s ARE 
C HLLTIPLIEC BY THIS NUMBER. CURRENT IS IN MEGAmES. 
C 	TCL IS THg. INTIGATOR TOLERANCE. 
C 	82A AND EPA APE FREE VARIAELES TO BE USED lh SLOR FAGFLO 
FCR THE TCKLMAX MAGNETIC FIELCS. 
ALL THE ABOVE VALUES HAVE CEFALLT VALUES.. 
C 	 hAMELISTS 
C 
C 	IN 
. 	C  
C 





C • 5455 
C 








C 	  
C 
• C 	 NOTES AND GRAPHICS 
C 
C 	TO USE THE GRAPHING. Gf-.1) IS THE X VALUE, G(-,21 IS THE 
C 	Z VALUE. 	THE G ARRAY CAN HAVE A MAXIMUM OF 100 VALUES G(100.2) 
C 	TIC TKO IMPORTANT ECNTFCL VALLES ARE 1.E3 AND 1.E4. 	IF G(-,1) 
C 	IS EDLAL TO 1.E4 THE GRAFTING IS TERMINATED. IF G(N.1) IS EQUAL 
C 	TO 1.13 THE PEN IS LIFTED FCR THE MCVE FRCH GIN-1,1) TO 
C 	G(N(1,11. OTHERWISE A LINE IS [RANT FROM G04,1) , G(N,2) 	TO 
C 	G(N 41,1) , G(N+1.2). 
C 
TC USE THE NOTE CAFABILIT1. AFTER ALL THE NAMELISTS 
C 	HAVE BEEN ENTERED. THE NEAT STE). To BE READ IS THE FUN NUMBER 
C 	THIS ALPHANUMERIC INPUT CAN BF LF TC 20 CHARACTERS LONG AND 
C MUST 2E ENTERED (IT CAN BE ALL ELANXS). AFTER THIS THE FOLLOWING 
C 	LINE SHCLLD C(NTAIN EITHER A YES OR NC. IF A NC IS ENTERED, THE 
C 	DATA INPUT IS cCmrLETE. IF A YES IS ENTEREC, THE NEXT THREE 
C 	LINES CCNTAIN ANY ALFHANUMERIC CITA (UP TO E5 CHARACTERS EACH). PAD 
C 	WITH ELANK LINES IF NECESSARY TC COMPLETE ALL THREE LINES. 
C 	IF TOL ARE HAVING THE CCFPLTEF FRCMFT THE TERMINAL, JUST 
C 	FCLLOW THOSE INSTRUCTIONS. 
C 
C 
DIMENSION BF(3), SFATCH(2) 
COMMON /PAR/ Al 
COMMON /FIELD/ NLINE, x5(20), YS(20) 
,BAHAx,x2AmAx,yeAHAX.zetrAY ,eAmiN,x8AFIN,Y8Am/N,ZBAMIN 
& ,NCCIL. 1(7,20), CURRENT 
,TCL,RADIUS,AsFEET,SCALE,XFEFOREFopA,82A 
C 
COHMCN /INT/ )( VALUE 
C 




























SELECT STARTING POINTS ANC INITIALI2E VALUES 
C 
DC 50 r=1.NLINE 
C 	
6AmAx 	= 0. 
SATIN = 100. 
ISmITCm = 0 
3F(1) 	= .707 * xs(M1 
3F(21 = YS(r) 
oF(z) 	OF(1) 
zEho = - aF(t) 
XF 	= (6F(1) - RACILS) * SCALE 
yF =-- 9R(5) - . 4 SCALE 
CALL RLOT(xF,yP,31 
C 
C 	INTEGRATE AFOLNC TFIFCUG) TFE CIVEFTER AND DRAT FIELC LINES 
C 
GEM% = 0.0 
D!: 10 I=1,10000 
FINIS- = DS + EECIN - 
CALL DSCLVE(SECIN,FINISF,EF•CL,ISWITCM,IM) 
XF 2 (9F(1) - RACILS) • SCALE 
ya = - eF(3) • SCALE 
CALL FLOT(XP,VP,E) 
IRC(3e(3).LT.C.0).ANr.tA9S(EF(3)).GT.A3S(OF(11)1 GO TO 20 
eECIN = FINIS? 
10 	ISwITCh = 
C 
C 	mFITE CUT m4x AND PIN S FIELD OK THE GIVEN LINE 
C 
20 	mFITE (4,30) m.xS(m),YE(m),EA?4?,eAmIN 
30 FCFmAT (Lx.I3,iP7E13.5) 
C 
C 	CCmFUTE FIPPLE CN AXIS ANC wRITE CUT CN GRAPH. 
C 
IF l? .NE. 1) GO TO 50 
RFLFCS : 100. * led,'AX-E2A) / 92A 
RFLNEC 2 100. • ( EAPIW•EZA) / ezA 
xnori = 10.0 - XREF 
YFLCT1 = 1. - YREF 
EhcccE(e0,40,sRATcp1 RFLPCS, RPLNEG 
40 	FcReAT("IFIFPLE CN AXIS - , 5X,'FOS w .1X,IPE11.3 
0 	, -.1J".50, - ! ,NEc",lx,1FE11.3, - ( AJ") 







   
C 






    
 
Se5ROUTIN: DATAIN 
ThIS SLOP FANCIES TFE DATA 
CCMFON /PARt PI 
CCHPCN /T:XT/ NCTEI(7) 	KOTE2(7) , NOTE3 (7) , NRLN(21, 6(100,2) 
 
.CCMPCK /FIELD/ KLINE, 05(20), YS(201 
9 301Ax.x-!AmA),YeApAx,2EAVAx ,eAmIN0MAPIN.YEAMIN,ZeAr/N 
 
,NCCIL, V(71100)9 CURRENT 
OCL.PADIUS9ASRECT.SCALE,XFEFOREF.9PAION 





ASPECT, SCALE, CUFRENT 
DEFAULTS 
TCL 	. 	1.E-7 
RADILS 	= 	3. 
ASPECT 	= 	3.0 
BRA 	= 	1.0 
e2A 2 	5. 
SCALE 	= 	1.0 
NLINE 	= 1 
NCOIL 	= 	1 
CURRENT = 5.0 
G(1,1) 	= 	1.E4 
DO 	10 	1=1.11 
Ys(I1 	= 	0.0 
V(1.1) 	= 	4. 
V(2,1) 
V03,1) 	= 	0. 
V(4.1) 	= 	4. 
V(5.1) 	= 	1. 
V f6.1) 	= 	C. 
V(7.1) 1. 
DC 30 1=1,7 
NCTE1(I) 2 " 

















XS (11 	RADIUS 
SPACE 	= 	RAD/US/(4SPECT*2.C) 
XS(2) = RADIUS - 2.0•SFACE 
OS (31 = x5(2) • SFACE 
SPACE = RADIUS/(ASPECT•E.01 
xs (4) = RADIUS • SPACE 
xS (51 X5(4) + 	SPACE 
XS (E1 05(5) + SPACE 
SPACE = R:DIUS/145FECT•10.01 
X5(7) = 05(5) + SPACE 
XS(d) = x5(7) • SPACE 
XS(S) = 05(E) + 	SFACE 
xS(101 = x5(9) + 	SPACE 
x5(11) = X5(101 • sFACE*0.75 
C 	REAC FLN NU ,'.9ER 
C C 
WRITE(7.401 	 C 	THIS SOR USES THE ITSL SL2; CREES TO INTEGRATE 
40 	FORTAT(2X/"TYPE IN PEN NLMEFF") 	 C SETWEEN XSTART AND )Eta 
READ(e.50) MR./KM/I:1.21 
50 	FCRTAT(ZAIC) 	 C 	%START IS THE BEGINNING VtLLE CF THE INTEGRATION 
C C 	XENC IS T-E FINAL VALUE CF THE INTREGRAT/CN LIMIT 
C 	REAC NCTES 	 C 	9F IS THE vaLLE OF THE FLNCl/CN AT %ENO 
C C 	TCL IS THE INTREGFATING TCLER1NCE 
WRITE(7,60) 	 C 	ISW/TCP 	= 0 FOR FIRST CALL 
60 	FCRPAT(2X."IF VCL. WISH TC ACO NCTES, TYFE IN YES",/, 	 C = 1 FCF REMAININC CALLS 
I 2X."CTTEFWISE IYFE IN NC") 	 C 	IN IS TPE LOGICAL UNIT ERFCFS ARE WRITTEN ON 
C 	 C 
P010(0,701 ANS 	 EXTERNAL ()FIELD 
70 	FCRT0T(A1) 	 DIMENSION OF(31 s ;131 	S(3) 	WK(87) 
C 
	
COMMON /INT/ XVALLE 
IF(AKS.NE."Y") GO TO 100 
C 	 /F(ISWITCH.NE.e) GC TO 10 
WRITE(7,80) 
80 	FCRHAI(2X."TYPE IN NOTES, 3 LINES MAX, 65 ChARACTERS". 	 C 	INITIALIZE VALUES 
/.2X."PER LINE MAY. IF VOL INPUT LESS THAN 3 LINES"/ 
/ g 2X."TY=E A LINE OF 2LtNKS FCF THE RETAINING LINE(S)") 	 JP 	 = 6 
C 	 INO = 2 
REAC(8,90) (NCTE1II/vI=1,7) 	 JSTART 	= C 
90 	FCRHAT(71110) 	 N 	 = 3 
REAC(),30) (NCTE2(II,I=1,7) 	 5(1) 	= 3F(1) 
REAC(8,90) (NCTE3(I),I=1,1) S(2) = 9F(21 
C 	 Sf3) 	= BF(3) 
C 	WRITE CUT PLACER 	 SAVE = XENC ■ XSTART 
C HTIN 	= 1.E ■ 5 
10O 	CALL STAR(1.6) 	 ERRCR = 0.5 • hMIN 
WRITE(6,110) 	 XVALLE 	= XSTART 
110 	FOFTAT(/.10X."MCRRIS ANC BATETAN FIELD LINE TRACING CODE", 
I /,15X,"GECRG/A TECH 197E",i) 	 le CONTINLE 
CALL STAR(1,6) 
CALL SXIF(2.6) 	 H = XENC ■ XVtLUE 
C 	 IF(AES(SAVE).LT.A!S(H)) h = SAVE 
C 	WRITE CUT NOTES 
C C 	INTEGRATE TC THE ENC POINT 
WRITE(E,120) 
120 	FORFAT(2X,"NOTES)",/) 	 DC 30 I=1.1000 
C 	 CALL OREBS(DFIELO,EFI)V$LLE.N,JM,/NC.JSTART,M,HMIN,TOLt 
WRITE(0,1701 (NCTEI(I),I=1,7) 	 1 	RIS,41C.IER) 
WRITE(6.130) (NCTE2(I),I=1,7) IF(IER.NE.0) GC TC 40 
WRITE(6,130) (NCTE3(I),I=1/7) 	 = XEND ■ YVALUE 
130 	FORHAT(27.7A10) 	 IF(A9S(TEPP).LT.ERRCF) FETUFN 
CALL SKIF(2.6) 
C 	 SAVE, = 
C 	WRITE CUT NAMELISTS 	 IF(A9S(TEMP).GT.A9S(P1) GC TO 30 
= T:MR 
WRITE(6,PPAP) 	 30 	CCNTINLE 
WRITk(6.IN) 
WRITE(6,GRAFH) 	 C 	ERROR EXIT 
CALL SXIF(2,6) 
C 	 -40 	CALL sy,3cL(-2.13.—c.48.o.e0,-!4Eo;T",o.0.e) 
C 	WRITE CUT 0/HER HEM; INFCFMATICh 	 CALL ENCP 
C CALL STAR(2/IW) 
WRITE(6.140) 	 WRITE(IW.50) XVALLE , H 
140 FCRTATU.3X."M":6X,"XS(T)",0X,"YS(M)",8X 	 50 	FCRTAT(//.2)."RRC9LEM AT 7 T . 11PE- 1193112XV 
I 	 1 "BAn>" *L1WeAMIN " , 	 1 'STEF SIZE = ". 1PE11.3./t.EX, 
PETLFN 	 1 ." 	 YSTEH A9CRT . 	 ///) 
END 




CCMMCN /FIELD/ NLINE. XS(E0). YS(20) 
& 	 ANA X. YEAMAX • ZE.';PAX .BAMTN. XBA rth, YBAM 	.ZBAMIN 
.NCOIL. V(7.201. CURRENT 
& .TCL.FADIUS,ASFECT,SCALE,XPEFOREFOPA,62A 
C 
C 	THIS SLIP PREPARES THE GRAFF FORMAT 
C IT DRAWS ThE MARGINS ANC LABELS THE GRAPHS 
C 




C 	LOCATE AND' DRAW LABEL 
C 
CALL SYM3CL(2.30.1.851.16C. 
I 	."!BLNDLE DIVEPTER FIELE LINEs",90.0,20) 
C 
C 	WRITE CLT NOTES AND OTHER PARAMETERS ON GRAPH 
C 
C 	SCALE LINE 
C 
CALL SYMOOL(1.50.6.00..1(C.1200.0.•1) 


















S 	FERMAT("R ,:DILS .".1X.I.PE10.2,'.".1X."ASFECT g",/X.1PE10.3) 
CALL SYMC-OL(1.24.1.00..020,TITLE,5.0.0,65) 	. 
ENCCEE112.10ITITLE)CLPRENTs azA, NCOIL 
10 	FCRPAT("CLRRENT 2",1X.1FE10.3."..",1X,"32A =".1X11FE10.3 
.".".1X,"CCIL SEGMENTS ....1)(11I2) 
CALL SY190L(1.42.1.00..0200ITLE,50.0.65) 
CALL syrECL(8.44,1.00,0.000,"!ICE VIEw",90.001 
CALL SYMB0L(8.56.1.00.0.080,"CF CCILS" .90.0,6) 
C 
C 	RLN NLMBER 
C 
CALL FtCT(0.75.5.1811.600.16,0.0.3) 
EACCOE (1' 0 .20.TITLE ) NPLN (1) ,NPL:N (2) 
20 FCRPAT (2110) 
CALL SYMECL(0.87,E.02,.0200/TLE,50.0.18) 
C 
C 	DRAW CLT AXIS 
C 
CALL APON1(2.75.4.25,3.50,4.25,0.15.0.05.12)  
CALL AP01-0(2.75.4.25.2.75,3.50,0.15.0.05.12) 
CALL symscL(3.0E.4.32,0.0e0,"x - .90.0,1) 
CALL SYMBCL(2.95.3.50.0.C20,"2".90.0.1) 
C 
C 	CRAM CLT TOROID AND CC/L CC!FIGLRATION 
C 
C 	ORAM TCPC/0 
C 
A 	= RADIUS/ASPECT 
RIN = RAOILS • A 
PCUT = RAOILS 	A 
XPEF = 2.:!5 • (SIN*0.253 	A) • SCALE 
YREF = 4.25 
CALL PLOT(XREF.YPEF.•2) 
CALL SYMBOL (0.0,0.0,0.045,14,90.0,-1) 
XC1 = -A • SCALE 
RAO = PIN • SCALE 
CALL CIRCLE(XC1.0.0.0.0,45.0.RAD,RA0.0.5) 
CALL CIRCLE(XC1.0.0.0.0.•45.0,RADIRAD,0.5) 
XC1 = •)(C1 




C 	DRAM CCILS (TOP VIEW) 
C 
DC 40 I.1.NCOIL 
XC1 = (V(11I1•RACICS)*SCALE 
YC1 = •8(3.I)•SCALE 
XC2 = (V(4,I)•RACIUS)•SCALE 
YC2 = -V(6,I)+SCALE 




30 	CALL sym3cL(XC2,VC2,0.0E0,11,C.0,-1) 
40 	CoNTINLE 
C 
C 	DRAM CCILS (5101 VIEW) 
C 
0C 50 /=1.NCOIL 
XC1 = -V(2,I) • SCALE 	XPEF 4 8.50 
YC1 = -V(3,I) • SCALE 
XC2 = -6) (5,1) • SCALE - XFEF 4 3.50 
YC2 = -6(6,I) • SCALE 
/FC(XC1.EC.XC2).AND.(YCI.E0eYC2)) GO TO 45 
CALL PLOT(XC1sYC1.3) 
CALL PLOT(XC2.1C212) 




C 	DRAM CLT THE HAROWIFE AROUNC THE CIVERTOR 
C 
J = 3 
00 60 1 2 1.100 
IP(G(I.1).GT.9020.0) GC TC 70 
IF(G(I.1).GT.900.0) 	J g 3 
IF(0(I.1).GT.901.0) GC TO 60 
XC1 = 0(1.1) • RADILSI•SCALE 
YC1 2 •S(I.2)*SCALE 
CALL PLOT(XC/OT1,J) 





SL3FCuTIk SA TO 
DIMENSION TITLE(12) 
C 
CCHVON /T:XT/ NCTE1(7) 	NOTC2(7) 	NOTE3(7) 	NPLN(2), G(100.2) 
C 
C 	  
SLSRCUT/N 	CFIELC (N.S,F,FP) 
OlmENsIcr, F(N). FF(N) 
C 
C 	THIS IS 'TL RIFF E1 SET FCF TIE FIELD LINES 
C IN A TCROIO G/VLN ANY THFEE CC0RCUATES (X,Y,Z) 
C 	F(1) = X , F(21 = Y 	F(2) = Z 
C 
CCMMCN /FIELD/ NLINC, MS120), YS1201 
t ,3AMAY,X:4MAX,Y2ANAX,ZP4hAX ,e4m/N,xeArth,yBAmIN,ZBAMIN 
,NCCIL, VC7,23). CURRENT 
E ,TCL.FACTUS.ASFECTISCALE,XREF,YREF,aFA,BZA 
C 
COMMCN /FAR/ PI 
C 




C CIFF ECLATICN FOF FIELD LINE IN CYLINDER 
C 
FF(1) . ex / E 
FP(2) . BY 	B 




C 	  
SLERCLTINT MAGFLO(X,Y,ZvEX,EYIEZ,E) 
C 
C THIS SLOP CCFPLTE THE MAGNETIC FIELD COMPONENTS CF A TCROIDIAL 
C 	FIELD WITH COMPONENTS IN ThE X.Y ANC Z DIRECTION 
C 
CCNIMCN /FIELD/ NLINE, XS(20), YS(20) 
& 9 5AMAX I X3AHAY I YEAMAX,224MAX ,9AMIN,X6A3INvYeAMINIZEAMIN 
L .NCCIL. 4(7,20), CURFENT 
L .TCL,FADIUS,ASFECT,SCALE,XFEFOREF,BPA,B2A 
C 
C 	CCMFUTE TCRCID FIELD 
C 
OEM = ( 74.z • x*x) 
BX = 0ZA • Z • FACIUS / CEM 
BY . 0.0 
87 = - 	x • RACILS I DEm 
C 
C 	CCMFUTE FIELD FFcm DIVERTQF 
C 
DC 20 K.1,NcolL 
viX = 	- x 
VEY = V(2,NJ 	V 
vi2 = V(3,N) - 2 
VIA = SQRT (vix•vix • vir•viv + viT•viz) 
C 
V20 . V(4,N) - 
42Y = V(5,N) 	Y 
V2Z = V(6,N) Z 
V2A = SnRT (V2X 4 V2X 4 V2YTVZY • V2Z•V2Z) 
C 
V2X = V(4,N) 	vcioo 
VIT.= V(504) - V(20) 
VIZ = V(6,N) 	V(3,N) 
= V3Y•V12 • V32•viy 
CY c V32•41X 	43Y+ViZ 
V3X . VIY 	VY • VIX 
C 4 SC = '',X .CX • CY • CY • 17•C7 
C 
F = Cc2F ENT • V(71•) • l(IVIX•VIX.V2Y.V1Y4V22'VIZ 
4(V , X*VII(..VSY'V2Y•i3Z•V2Z1/V2A)1 / (CASC • le 
C. 
3X . 3X + Cx•F 
SY = ly • cy•F 
32 . 3Z 4 Cz•F 
20 CCNTINL 
C 
C 	KEEP TPACK 9F FIELD FIFFLE, 	CETEFNINE FIELE 
C 	STRENGTH AN; IF IT IS AN EXTREME, SAVE THE FIELC. 
C 	PCSITICNS, 
C 
5 = SOFT (2X•5X • EY•2Y • 82•E7) 
C 
IF (2 .LT. PANAY) CC TO 40 
3AM4X = 3 
X? ,:MAX c X 
Y 
ZaamAx = z 
C 
CCNTINLE 
IF (2 .GT. 2Ar/t.) FZTLRN 
5AMIN = P 
X 
YBArIN = 




C•••• 	THESE SUB A APE FR C• RNHLIFI 
C 
C 	  
C•44 






C•" 	TO GRAPH, FIRST CALL STA RT F WITH THE TOTAL NLHBER 
C**• OF GRAPHS YOU PLAN TC FAKE. THEN CALL FLOTE H . OR 
C 44• 	PLO TON. AFTER  THE FLO71 ING IS DONE CALL ENDF. 
C• 	FINALLY SENO TAPES TC THE FLCT7ING DEVICE. 
c.•= 
C 	 4 	  
SUBROUTINE START!' (N) 
DIFEKSION IBUFF (512) 
C 
C 	THIS FUNCTION OPENS OF THE PICT FILE ON UNIT 3 
C ANC SETS THE FAFER LENGTH 
C 
C 	N IS THE TOTAL NLHBER Cf GRAPHS TO BE FADE 
C 
CALL PLCTS(IBUFF,S12.3,C) 
P = N • 1S. 





C 	THIS FUNCTICN CLCSES TFE FL CT FILE 
C 





C•••• 	FUNCT ]ON FOUTINES 
C * 
SUEROUTINE SKIP CI ,NOL7) 
C 
C 	THIS SUBR SKIPS I LINES ON LNIT NOLY 
C 
CO 10 J=1 ,I 





SUBROUT IN E STAR (I,NCL T ) 
C 
C 	TFIS SLB R PRINTS I L 	S CF STARS ON UNIT NCUT 
C 
DO 10 J=1 .I 
10 	WRITE (NOUT '20 ) 
20 FOAHAT I" 	 
FE TURN 
ENC 
C 
